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Abstract

General purpose computing architectures are evolvng quickly to become many
core and hierarchical: i.e. a core can communicate more quickly locally than
globally. To be effective on such architectures programming models must be
aware of the communications hierarchy.

We propose 4 new architecture-aware primitives for GpH that exploit in-
formation about task size and aim to reduce communication for small tasks,
preserve data locality, or to distribute large units of work. We investigate 3
common paradigms like data parallelism on hierarchical architectures with up
to 224 cores. The results show that the new primitives consistently deliver bet-
ter speedup and scalability than existing primitives together with dramatically
reduced variability. At times speedup is improved by an order of magnitude.

In addition we report a preliminary investigation and demonstration of ar-
chitecture aware programming models that abstract over the new primitives. In
particular we propose architecture aware evaluation strategies and skeletons.



0.1 Introduction

General purpose computing architectures are inexorably exploiting many cores,
with the number of cores following Moore’s Law. Future architectures will
inevitably have a hierarchical, or tree-like, communications structure. To exploit
such architectures, programming models must be aware of the communication
hierarchy.

Glasgow Parallel Haskell (GpH) [7, 4]) is a well-established, and widely
used parallel extension to Haskell. Parallelism in the GpH model is achieved
using only two primitives, par and pseq. Evaluation strategies are higher-
order, polymorphic functions that provide high-level control of parallelism by
abstracting over the primitives [8]. Currently the GpH programming model is
oblivious to the underlying architecture: any unit of work may be executed by
any core.

The paper makes the following research contributions:

• We propose 4 new architecture-aware primitives for GpH on architec-
tures with hierarchical communication. The primitives exploit informa-
tion about task size (thread granularity) and aim to preserve data locality
or to distribute large units of work (Section 0.3).

• We investigate whether the new architecture aware primitives can deliver
improved performance on a hierarchical architectures, considering simple
examples of common paradigms: data parallel, divide-and-conquer, and
nested parallelism. The evaluation is based on architectures up to 224
cores. (Section 0.4).

• We make a preliminary investigation into architecture aware programming
models that abstract over the new primitives. In particular we propose
architecture aware evaluation strategies, and architecture aware skeletons.
Some of the new abstractions are used in the programs measured (Section
0.5).

0.2 Background

0.2.1 The Trend Towards Hierarchical Architectures

Physical limitations and manufacturing technologies are driving general pur-
pose computing architectures inexorably towards many cores, with the number
of cores following Moore’s Law. It is widely anticipated that future architec-
tures will both evolve quickly, and have hierarchical communications structures.
Already the most common parallel architectures are clusters of multicore nodes,
with 3 levels in the hierarchy: a threads on the same core can communicate
most quickly with a thread on the same core, more slowly with a thread on
another core in the node, and slower still with threads on remote nodes. The
communication hierarchy is likely to become deeper as the number of cores in-
crease. For example the number of cores sharing the same memory is likely to
be restricted, and hence many core architectures may introduce another level
within a node.

Figure 1 illustrates both a virtual hierarchical architecture, and the specific
instance that we use for the measurements later in the paper. The virtual
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Figure 1: Real and Virtual Hierarchical Architectures

architecture comprises a tree, possibly unbalanced, and where the degree of the
nodes may vary. We expect communication at lower levels in the tree to be
faster than at higher levels. The measurement architecture networks a Beowulf
cluster of 8-core multicore nodes with a freestanding 8-core multicore (lxpara3).
The communication hierarchy has four levels, so from a Beowulf core Level 0 is
on the same core; level 1 is to another node on the same core; level 2 is to a
core on another Beowulf node; level 3 is to a core on the freestanding multicore
(lxpara3).

To ground the measurements given in Section 0.4, the machines are lo-
cated at Heriot-Watt University (MACS). lxpara3 is an eight-core 8GB RAM,
HP XW6600 workstation comprising two Intel 5410 processors each running at
2.33GHz. The 32 Beowulf cluster nodes each comprise eight Intel 5506 cores
running at 2.13GHz and 6GB RAM. All machines run Linux, i.e. CentOS
5.5. The Beowulf nodes are connected with Baystack 5510-48T switch with
48 10/100/1000 ports. Both Beowulf and lxpara3 are connected to the net-
work with Extreme Networks Summit 400-48t, 48 10/100/1000BASE-T, 4 mini-
GBIC, Extremeware

0.2.2 Glasgow Parallel Haskell(GpH)

Primitives Pure parallelism in Haskell is achieved using only two primitives,
par and pseq, both with type a -> b -> b. The par combinator introduces
a potential for parallel evaluation. When par is applied to two arguments, it
returns the value of its second argument, while its first argument is possibly
evaluated in parallel. We say “possibly”, because as far as semantics of the
program is concerned, the result of par a b is always b; it makes no difference to
the meaning of the program whether a is evaluated in parallel or not. We should
think of par as an annotation; it merely hints to the Haskell implementation
that it might be beneficial to evaluate the first argument in parallel.

In general, it is not enough to provide par alone, because when suggesting
that something is to be evaluated in parallel, it is useful to be able to say what
it is to be evaluated in parallel with. Haskell neither specifies nor requires a
particular order of evaluation, so normally the programmer has no control over
this aspect of their program’s execution. In particular, the programmer has no
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data Eval a = Done a

instance Monad Eval where

return x = Done x

Done x >>= k = k x

runEval :: Eval a -> a

runEval (Done a) = a

type Strategy a = a -> Eval a

using :: a -> Strategy a -> a

x ‘using‘ s = runEval (s x)

dot :: Strategy a -> Strategy a -> Strategy a

s2 ‘dot‘ s1 = s2 . runEval . s1

rseq :: Strategy a

rseq x = x ‘pseq‘ return x

rpar :: Strategy a

rpar x = x ‘par‘ return x

evalList :: Strategy a -> Strategy [a]

evalList s [] = return []

evalList s (x:xs) = do x’ <- s x; xs’ <- evalList s xs; return (x’:xs’)

parList :: Strategy a -> Strategy [a]

parList s = evalList (rpar ‘dot‘ s)

parMap :: Strategy b -> (a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]

parMap s f xs = map f xs ‘using‘ parList s

Figure 2: The Essence of the New Evaluation Strategies

control over when a particular call to par will be evaluated, or what will be
evaluated before or after it (or indeed in parallel with it). This is the reason for
pseq: a call pseq a b introduces an order-of-evaluation requirement that a be
evaluated before b.

Evaluation Strategies Evaluation strategies [5], or “strategies” for short,
are a key abstraction for adding pure, deterministic, parallelism to Haskell pro-
grams. Figure 2 shows the new version of Strategies [5] that use an Eval monad,
and a Strategy on some type a is a function to Eval a. The using function
applies a strategy, and dot composes strategies. rpar and rseq are strategies
corresponding to par and seq respectively.

Parallel specifications can be built up in a compositional way, for example
evalList s sequentially applies strategy s to every element of a list. Similarly
parList s applies the strategy s to every element of the list in parallel. More-
over the parallelism can be specified independently of the main computation, so
for example the computational part of parMap is unchanged and isolated from
the parallel control, a parList.
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0.3 New Architecture-Aware Primitives

0.3.1 Virtual Architectures

For some problems, e.g. regular problems like many matrix manipulations, opti-
mal performance can be obtained on a specific architecture by explicitly placing
threads within the architecture. However, many problems don’t exhibit this
regularity. Moreover explicit placement prevents performance portability: the
program must be rewritten for a new architecture, a crucial deficiency in the
presence of fast-evolving architectures.

To avoid these deficiencies we, like others [6], propose language constructs
that expose a virtual architecture rather than the actual architecture. Clearly
the virtual architecture must be readily mapped to physical architectures. In
addition our primitives minimise prescription: they identify sets of locations
where the thread may be placed. Moreover we support performance portability
by isolating the architecture-specific parts of the program in just a few functions
that can be refactored for a new architecture.

0.3.2 Mapping Parallelism to an Architecture

Broadly speaking there are two challenges to be solved simultaneously when
controlling parallelism on an hierarchical architecture, we must

Limit the communication costs for small computations. This entails
limiting how far small computations are communicated, and requires informa-
tion about thread granularity (i.e execution time). Without this information
programs often have poor resource utilisation as the system is saturated with
small threads [2]. Thread granularity information may be obtained from a
number of sources, for example from some resource analysis, by profiling, by
the programmer. We do not address the problem of obtaining this information
here. Although the examples in the following section use granularity informa-
tion from program parameters, we have adapted the runtime system to store
granularity information with each spark if required.

Keep all cores busy, for example at system start up we must quickly
distribute work to all cores. This entails sending large grain computations long
distances over the communications hierarchy.

0.3.3 New Primitives

The new primitives are summarised in Figure 3. To limit the communication
costs for small computations, or to preserve data locality, we propose parBound
that behaves like par , except that it takes an additional integer parameter spec-
ifying the maximum distance in the communication hierarchy that the compu-
tation may be communicated. The distance represents a level in the hierarchy
illustrated in Figure 1. So parBound 0 means the computation may not leave
the core, parBound 1 may be communicated within the shared memory node,
parBound 2 that may be communicated to another node in the beowulf clus-
ter, and parBound 3 that it may be may be communicated freely to any core
in the machine. parBound illustrates a key characteristic of our primitives,
namely that while placing restrictions on how work is communicated, they aim
for minimal prescription. That is, the primitives identify sets of locations where
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parBound :: Int -> a -> b -> b

parAtLeast :: Int -> a -> b -> b

parDist :: Int -> Int -> a -> b -> b

parExact :: Int -> a -> b -> b

Figure 3: New Architecture Aware Primitives
parBound:: Int -> a -> b -> b

parBound n = parDist 0 n x y

parAtLeast:: Int -> a -> b -> b

parAtLeast n = parDist n maxLevel x y

parExact :: Int -> a -> b -> b

parExact n = parDist n n x y

Figure 4: Architecure Aware Primitive Definitions

a computation may be performed, and the runtime system is free to place the
computation within this set. These sets often include multiple levels in the com-
munication hierarchy. For example a computation sparked by a parBound 1
may be placed on any core in the shared memory node, and a computation
sparked by a parBound 2 may be placed on any core in the set identified in
Figure 1.

parAtLeast is a dual to parBound , as it takes an additional integer param-
eter specifying the the minimum distance in the communication hierarchy that
the computation may be communicated. The idea is to communicate large-grain
computations large distances, for example to flood a machine at the beginning of
the execution. On the example architecture in Figure 1, parAtLeast 3 means
that the computation must be sent the greatest distance in the communica-
tions hierarchy, i.e. to lxpara3, parAtLeast 2 that the computation must be
communicated at least to another node in the beowulf cluster, parAtLeast 1
that the computation must be communicated at least to another core within a
shared memory node, and parAtLeast 0 that it may be may be communicated
freely to any core in the machine. parBound and parAtLeast can be gener-
alised by the parDist primitive that specifies both a lower and upper bound on
communication distance, as illustrated in Figure 4. Here maxLevel represents
the maximum level of the communications hierarchy. As it is the most basic
primitive, parDist is implemented in the GUM runtime system and creates
sparks labelled with minimum and maximum communication distances.

parDist can also be used to define other primitives, for example parExact
specifies an exact level, although not a specific processor. parDist can also be
parameterised to capture other notions, for example parDist n-1 n specifies
that a spark may be communicated to a core residing at either level n-1 or level
n, and parDist n-2 n is similar.

Table 1 summarises the new primitives in comparison with par . Thread cre-
ation remains optional for all primitives, likewise no specific location is identified
by any of the primitives. The primitives may, or may not, restrict placement
within the communication hierarchy, and parExact identifies a specific hierar-
chy level. Work distribution for all primitives is dynamic and passive, that is,
idle cores seek work, and select only sparks for the appropriate communication
level.
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Primitive par parBound parAtLeast parDist parExact
Existing New New New New

Thread Creation Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional
Placement Not Restricted Not Restricted Not Restricted Not Restricted Not Restricted
Hierarchy Placement Not Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted Specific
Work Distribution Passive Passive Passive Passive Passive

Table 1: GpH par Primitive Comparison (Increasingly Specific)

parFibDist :: Int -> Int -> Int
parFibDist 0 t = 1
parFibDist 1 t = 1
parFibDist n t

| n <= t = nFib n
| otherwise = parDist min max x (y ‘pseq‘ (x + y + 1))
where

x = parFibDist (n-1) t
y = parFibDist (n-2) t
(min, max) = findLevel n

nFib n = nFib (n-1) + nFib (n-2) + 1

findLevel ::(Ord a,Num a)=> a -> (a,a)
findLevel x

| (x <= 46) =(0,0)
| ((x > 46) && (x <= 47)) =(1,1)
| ((x >47) && (x <= 48)) =(2,2)
| otherwise =(3,3)

Figure 5: parFibDist Program

0.4 Architecture Aware Primitive Evaluation

We first investigate whether the new architecture aware primitives can deliver
improved performance on a hierarchical architectures. We do so by consider-
ing common paradigms, namely data parallel, divide-and-conquer, and nested
parallelism.

0.4.1 Divide-and-Conquer Parallelism

To investigate the new architecture aware primitives for divide-and-conquer par-
allelism we use the parFibDist version of the parallel nfib function shown in
Figure 5. Here n is the Fibonacci number t is the threshold value below which
we use sequential computation (nFib). Above the threshold x is sparked with
a parDist parameterised by levels computed by findLevel .

findLevel is a programming abstraction that is used, with the parameters
specified in Table 2, for several experiments in this section. Table 2 shows
possible configurations of findLevel function, ordered from left to right as in-
creasingly specific spark placement.

Figure 6 compares the performance of par and the architecture aware prim-
itives on the architecture specified in Section 0.2.1 configured with 1, 2, 4, 8

Block Size par parBound parAtLeast parDist n-1 n parDist n-2 n parExact
Very Small 0 – maxLevel 0 – 0 0 – maxLevel 0 – 0 0 – 0 0 – 0

Small 0 – maxLevel 0 – 1 1 – maxLevel 0 – 1 0 – 1 1 – 1
Medium 0 – maxLevel 0 – 2 2 – maxLevel 1 – 2 0 – 2 2 – 2
Large 0 – maxLevel 0 – 3 3 – maxLevel 2 – 3 1 – 3 3 – 3

Table 2: findLevel Configuration
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Figure 6: parFibDist SpeedupProgram Smallest Spark Largest Spark Number of
Name Runtime (s) Runtime (s) Sparks

Allparam 0.43 2.90 3003
parMapIntervals 0.19 55.00 276

parMapList .14 40.47 277

Table 3: Task Size and Irregularityor 16 cores. The cores are distributed equally among machines.Throughout
the results section each data point, unless otherwise stated, is the median of
3 executions. The results show that the architecture aware primitives perform
better in almost all cases. A rare exception occurs on 16 cores where the par-
Bound speedup is 3.24, and par is 4.8, and occurs as all primitives are subject
to scheduling accidents. However, this degree of influence depends specificity of
the spark: the more specific the spark, the less influence of scheduling accidents.
Interestingly, all primitives scale as the number of cores increases except par-
Bound which performs slightly worse on 16 cores. The best speedup achieved
by parExact : a speedup of 5.62 on 16 cores.
0.4.2 Data Parallelism

To investigate the new architecture aware primitives for data parallelism we use
two programs. The intention for both programs is to generate data parallel
tasks of random thread granularity. Both programs compute some function on
every element of a list. The first program, parMapList in Figure 7, splits the
list into sublists of random sizes, and the second program parMapIntervals
in Figure 8, splits the interval into subintervals of random sizes, and the vari-
ation in task sizes for the programs is shown in Table 3. Allparam is nested
parallel program will be presented in Section 0.4.3. The difference between the
programs is that parMapList communicates the list, where the parMapIn-
tervals communicates only the start and end points of the interval. Both
programs compute the Euler sumTotient on each list interval or sublist.

For both programs the architecture aware primitives distribute the work
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dataListtop :: ([Int] -> a) -> Int -> Int -> Int -> a
dataListtop f lower upper t =

let
randomList = mkRandom t
list = splitWithsize randomList [lower ,lower+1..upper]
result = sum (parMapLevel f findLevel list)
in

result

sumTotient :: [Int] -> Int
sumTotient xs = sum (map euler xs )

parMapLevel :: (Ord a)=> (Num a)=>(a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]
parMapLevel f _ [] = []
parMapLevel f _ (x:xs)= parDist min max fx (fxs ‘pseq‘( fx : fxs))

where
fx = f x
fxs = parMapLevel f xs
(min,max) = findLevel x

splitWithSize::[Int] -> [Int]-> [[Int]]
splitWithSize _ [] = []
splitWithSize (b:bs) xs = xss

where
xss = (take b xs):splitWithSize bs (drop b xs)

Figure 7: parMapList Program

dataIntervaltop f lower upper seed =
let
randomList = mkRandom seed
intervalList = splitIntervals (lower,upper) randomlist
result= sum (parMapLevel f findLevel intervalList)
in
result

splitIntervals ::(Ord a,Num a )=> (a,a) -> [a] -> [(a,a)]
splitIntervals (lower,upper) (b:bs)

| ((upper-b-1) <= lower) =[(lower,upper)]
| otherwise = ((upper-b),upper):splitIntervals

(lower,(upper-b-1)) bs

mkRandom seed =
let
g = mkStdGen 1601
cs :: [Int]
cs = randoms g
randomList = map (‘mod‘ seed) $ cs
in
randomList

Figure 8: parMapIntervals Program
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Figure 9: parMapList Speedups (64 Cores)
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Figure 10: parMapIntervals Speedups (224 Cores)

depending on the size of the sublist or interval: small intervals are executed
locally and large intervals are sent to be executed on remote core.

Both programs have similar performance on 64 cores, so we present only the
results from parMapList program. Figures 9 compare the absolute speedups of
par and the architecture aware primitives for both programs on the architecture
with up to 64 cores. We make the following observations:

• All architecture aware primitives perform better than par sometimes by
factor of 2, e.g. on 64 cores.

• All of the architecture aware primitives scale: as the number of processors
increase, the speedup increases. par however does not scale beyond 16
cores.

• The maximum speedup of 25.1 is obtained from parDist n-2 n .
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Figure 11: parMapIntervals Runtimes

• While parExact gives good performance, it is vulnerable to adverse
scheduling because it identifies a specific level. Less prescriptive primitives
like parDist n-2 n can give better performance on large architectures,
e.g. parMapIntervals on 32 and 64 cores.

• In absolute terms parMapIntervals has 20% better performance than
parMapList as it communicates only a pair of numbers, rather than a
list segment.

Figures 10 and 12 show the absolute speedups of parMapIntervals and
parMapList programs measured on 8, 16, 32, 64,..., 224 cores. The abso-
lute speedups are calculated with respect to the optimised sequential runtime
(2252.60s) for the larger problem size of 140000. The corresponding runtime
curves can be found in [1], and we make the following observations:

• As before, the architecture aware primitives consistently perform better
than par : by a factor of 2.5 (454.4/175.9) in the worst case on 224 cores,
and 10.2 (454.4/44.7) is the best case.

• All of the architecture aware primitives scale, but for this input par how-
ever does not scale beyond 32 cores.

• In both graphs parExact scales more smoothly, but parDist n-1 nultimately
delivers the best performance.

0.4.3 Nested Parallelism

To investigate the new architecture aware primitives for nested parallelism we
use the Allparam program in Figure 14 with top level data parallelism and
nested divide-and-conquer parallelism. More specifically it maps the parallel
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Figure 12: parMapList Speedups (224 Cores)
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Figure 13: parMapList Runtimes
mapparfib n t [] = []
mapparfib n t xs = parMapLevel (parFibOneLevel t) findLevel randomList

where
randomList = take n ( filter (>35) xs )

parFibOneLevel ::Int-> Int -> Int
parFibOneLevel t n

| n < t = nfib n
| otherwise = parDist 0 1 x (y ‘pseq‘ (x+y+1))

where
x = parFibOneLevel t (n-1)
y = parFibOneLevel t (n-2)

Figure 14: Allparam Program
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Figure 15: Allparam Speedups (64 Cores)
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Figure 16: Allparam Speedups(224 Cores)

divide and conquer fibonacci function parFibOneLevel over a list of random
integers in parallel using parMapLevel .

Figures 15 and 16 show the absolute speedups obtained with the primitives.
The results are similar to those observed with the divide and conquer and data
parallel programs: the architecture aware primitives consistently outperform
par , with an exception at 224 cores. parExact and parDist n-1 ndeliver
the best performance. None of the primitives scales beyond 128 cores, and
we attribute this to the task sizes being too small for large architectures, as
illustrated by the maximum task size in Table 3.
0.4.4 Variability

Finally we investigate the performance variability induced by each primitive.
The variability reflects how susceptible the work distribution policy of each
primitive is to scheduling accidents. Table 4 shows the wide variation in run-
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Figure 17: Allparam Runtimes

par parBound parAtLeast parDist n-1 n parDist n-2 n parExact

p
M

In
te

rv
a
ls Median 98.2 32.7 42.4 23.4 26.9 29.9

Mean 89.6 35.7 45.7 25.4 26.9 30.3
Max 149.7 58.4 79.1 35.3 33.3 38.6
Min 29.1 24.2 24.9 21.6 23.1 24.4

Range 120.6 34.2 54.2 13.7 10.2 14.2
Stdev 33.0 10.2 15.6 4.3 3.2 4.8

p
a
rM

L
is

t Median 57.0 23.1 30.2 22.9 23.6 22.4
Mean 54.3 24.5 31.0 22.9 24.1 22.7
Max 62.6 37.1 38.5 25.3 31.8 29.6
Min 41.4 21.1 22.4 19.5 19.8 19.0

Range 21.2 16.0 16.0 5.8 12.1 10.6
Stdev 6.3 4.3 4.6 1.4 3.5 2.5

A
ll
p
a
ra

m

Median 27.7 23.9 21.5 23.4 23.5 24.2
Mean 27.8 23.6 22.2 22.9 23.5 23.8
Max 32.1 27.0 26.2 25.7 25.2 26.6
Min 22.9 20.0 19.2 20.0 20.8 21.0

Range 9.2 7.1 7.0 5.7 4.4 5.6
Stdev 2.8 2.3 2.3 1.9 1.3 1.7

Table 4: Variability of benchmark Runtimes (11 executions) on 64 core.
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times for 11 executions of the three programs with the different primitives. We
make following observation, taking parMapIntervals as an example for dis-
cussion:

• The architecture aware primitives have far less variation than par , with
a range of 121s and a standard deviation (sd.) of 33s.

• parDist n-1 n and parDist n-2 n have the least variation (range 13.7s
and 10.2s, sd.s 4.3s and 3.2s). It seems that having multiple levels available
enables the runtime system to ameliorate scheduling accidents.

• Of the architecture aware primitives, parAtLeast has the worst perfor-
mance.

0.4.5 Discussion

The results obtained for the prospective architecture aware primitives are con-
sistent for all three classes of program investigated. Every architecture aware
primitive consistently deliver better speedup and scalability than par with dra-
matically reduced variability. The parExact and parDist n-1 n primitives
deliver the best performance, and for these programs with simple coordination
parExact scales more smoothly. parDist is clearly the most powerful primi-
tive, but requires the programmer to specify the most information, i.e. both an
upper and lower bound.

In summary we recommend using both parDist and parExact primitivies:
parDist for expressive power and parExact for simplicity and performance.

0.5 Architecture Aware Programing

The functional programming philosophy is to construct high level, often higher
order, programming constructs by abstracting over the primitives. So what are
appropriate high level architecture-aware programming constructs? We have
started to investigate both architecture aware skeletons and evaluation strate-
gies.

The findLevel function in Figure 5 is already a useful abstraction. It com-
putes upper and lower communication bounds from an argument.
0.5.1 Architecture Aware Strategies

Having selected architecture aware primitives, we must now develop evaluation
strategies using them. Defining a strategic version of the new primitives is
straightforward, e.g. rparDist min max x = parDist min max x (return
x), and parDistList ::Int -> Int -> Strategy a -> Strategy [a] is analogous
to parList. However, care must be taken when refactoring the strategies module
both to preserve the existing strategies, and to make the higher order strategies
parametric in the new primitives.

We use the new strategies to define some of the skeletons in the following
section, and in some programs. For example the widely used Queen placement
benchmark uses pparDistList to deliver speedup of 2.5 on four cores.
0.5.2 Architecture Aware Skeletons

Algorithmic skeletons capture common patterns of parallelism and are widely
used, e.g. [3]. We have adapted some skeletons to use architecture aware prim-
itives and strategies.
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divConq :: (Ord a,Num a) => (a -> b) -> a -> (a -> Bool) ->
(b -> b -> b) -> (a -> Bool)->(a ->
(Int,Int)) -> (a -> (a,a)) -> b

divConq f arg threshold conquer divisible findLevel divide
| not (divisible arg) = f arg
| otherwise = conquer l r

where
(lt,rt) = divide arg
(min ,max)= findLevel arg
left = divConq f lt threshold conquer divisible findLevel divide
right = divConq f rt threshold conquer divisible findLevel divide
(l,r) = (left, right) ‘using‘ strat
strat (l,r)

| (threshold arg) = (evalTuple2 rseq rseq) $(l,r)
| otherwise =

(evalTuple2 (rparDist min max ‘dot‘ rseq)
(rparDist min max ‘dot‘ rseq)) $ (l,r)

Figure 18: An Architecture Aware Divide-and-Conquer Skeleton

An Architecture Aware Parallel Map Skeleton The parMapList pro-
gram in Figure 7 has already illustrated one such skeleton, namely parMapLevel .
parMapLevel is a parallel map that sparks each list element with parDist pa-
rameterised with the levels identified by findLevel .

A Divide-and-conquer Skeleton An architecture aware version of a com-
mon divide-and-conquer skeleton is shown in Figure 18. findLevel is added as a
new parameter to exploit the communication architecture. The skeleton delivers
improved performance compared with the original skeleton using par for both
a sumEuler and a Fibonacci program. On 16 cores the maximum speedups are
7.6 and 7.0 for the architecture-aware sumEuler and Fibonacci and 2.2 and 7.5
for the original.

0.6 Conclusion

In response to architecture trends towards hierarchical communications topolo-
gies, and rapid evolution of these topologies we propose to develop an archi-
tecture aware programming model for parallel Haskell. We start by defining 4
new architecture-aware primitives for GpH. The primitives exploit information
about task size and aim to reduce communication for small tasks, preserve data
locality, or to distribute large units of work. They do so by constraining com-
munication abstractly and with as little specific prescription as possible, that
is the primitives identify layers of the communication hierarchy, and allow the
implementation to dynamically control placement within the layer (Section 0.3).

We have evaluated the primitives using simple data parallel, divide-and-
conquer, and nested parallel programs, each with irregular thread granularity.
The evaluation shows that every architecture aware primitive consistently de-
livers better speedups, better scalability and far less variation in execution time
than the existing par primitive. At times speedup is improved by an order of
magnitude. Of the proposed primitives, parExact and parDist n-1 n de-
liver the best performance, parExact scales most smoothly, and parDist is
the most expressive primitive. We recommend parDist for expressive power
and parExact for simplicity and performance (Section 0.4).

We have started to develop high level architecture-aware programming con-
structs that abstract over the new primitives. In particular we are developing
architecture aware evaluation strategies, and architecture aware skeletons. Some
of the new abstractions, like findLevel and parMapLevel are exploited in the
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programs measured (Section 0.5).
In ongoing work we are further developing architecture aware evaluation

strategies. We are using these strategies to construct and measure architecture
aware versions of a suite of larger benchmarks.
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